Doctors for Global Health

Mission

To improve health and foster other human rights with those most in need by accompanying communities, while educating and inspiring others to action.

DGH has a unique way of carrying out its mission, focusing on helping to make underserved communities healthy but in the broadest definition of health possible.
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Doctors for Global Health...

...helps bring community-oriented primary care to the communities where it works, providing basic health services.

Two of the original community health promoters trained by DGH in Morazán, El Salvador. Ramiro Cortéz (left), Director of CDH (Campesinos for Human Development) and Abraham Martínez (right), Coordinator of Community Health Projects, including the successful “Siete Semillas project, a fortified nutritional supplement made in the community to combat severe malnutrition in children.

Weighing babies at a DGH-supported rural well-child immunization clinic in Uganda.
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...believes education is essential to a community's health, as is economic wellbeing and environmental safety.

Proud children in the DGH-supported kinder in Naranjera, Estancia show off their work.

Community pesticide survey performed by students from and in Santa Marta, El Salvador.
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...promotes human rights, which leads to self-determination, as a fundamental component of health; and interweaves the arts into its work, believing the soul needs nourishing as much as the body.

Curious little girl peeks into meeting at the local farming cooperative in Ometepe, Nicaragua.

School performance of indigenous cultural dances in DGH-supported kinder in Estancia, El Salvador.
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